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What is the Methodological Question Being Addressed How might the COVID-19 recession
affect Professional subjects in clinical trials in the United States?

Introduction Duplicate and professional subjects are individuals who participate in more than one
clinical trial (duplicate subjects) or participate in studies primarily to collect stipends (professional
subjects). These subjects may be deceptive in their history, presentation and adherence, adversely
affect data integrity and may negatively impact safety and efficacy signals. As the COVID-19
induced recession has led to significantly higher unemployment and economic hardship in the
United States, it is logical to consider if this may lead to increased numbers of those who are willing
to be deceptive in order to obtain stipends, i.e. professional subjects. 
CTSdatabase is a subject registry, founded in 2010 following an increase in professional subjects
noted in the years following the Great Recession of 2008 and 2009. Unemployment (UE) in the
Great Recession did not reach its peak of 10% until after the recession was officially over (October
2009) and jobs did not return to their pre-recession levels until 2014. 
In the fall of 2020, for our ISCTM poster “Pandemic of Professional Subjects,” we looked at early
data from the current COVID-19 Recession and saw a signal for an uptick in subjects who showed
up at multiple sites within a 180 day period.  We wanted to see if this trend continued into the
Spring of 2021, even as pandemic unemployment levels have begun to decrease.

Methods Between January 1st, 2016 and Dec 31st 2020, 53,535 subjects presenting to U.S. sites
were entered into the CTSdatabase registry. Entries were segregated by the quarter in which they
enrolled and the frequency of showing up at another site within 30, 90 days or 180 days of the
initial screen was determined. Subjects coming back to the same site were not counted. Only those
subjects considered “virtually certain” matches, i.e. <1/10M likelihood of matching partial
identifiers by chance, were included in the dataset as “matching” subjects. These matching
subjects, i.e. those presenting to multiple sites, are likely a marker for duplicate subjects. These
subject may represent honest subjects who have gone to multiple sites, but changes in the number
of these matching subjects may also be a marker for changes in the number of professional
subjects.
These 30, 90 and 180 day match rates were examined alongside quarterly unemployment rates for
the same time period (Q1 2016 – Q4 2020), gathered from
https://www.bls.gov/charts/employment-situation/civilian-unemployment-rate.htm.

Results The uptick in subjects presenting to multiple sites within a 180-day period noted in our
previous ISCTM poster (representing the first 2 quarters of 2020) has since declined.  The dramatic
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increase in U.S. UE has also declined but has not returned to pre-pandemic levels. In Q4 of 2019,
the UE rate was 3.53% and the 30/90/180 d match rate was 6.7%/15.5%/29.0%.  In Q1 2020, UE
rose to 3.8% and the match rates rose to 6.9%/16.2%/31.2%.  In Q2 2020, these rose to 13.0% (UE)
and 5.6%/17.8%/34.4%.  By Q4 2020, these had fallen to an UE rate of 6.8% and 30/90/180 d
match rate of 2.9%/7.0%/14.1% (See chart).

Conclusion In our previous poster, there appeared to be an early signal for a correlation between
levels of unemployment and the frequency with which subjects show up at multiple sites early in
the pandemic. However complicating factors have emerged which make current levels of subjects
showing up at multiple sites hard to interpret:
1. In 2020, the pandemic has led not only to significant unemployment but also to stay at home
orders, reduced visits to doctor’s offices and reduced screening at some investigative sites. The
need for income may have been offset by fear of infection or reduced screening opportunities.
2. Government efforts to mitigate the recession may have delayed or reduced the expected
unemployment-related increase in subjects showing up at multiple sites. Stimulus checks and up to
$600 weekly pandemic augmentation of unemployment checks may attenuate the potential
subjects’ need for immediate income.

Currently, unemployment levels are still elevated and more government mitigation is likely to
occur. It remains to be seen what effects this will ultimately have on numbers of duplicate and
professional subjects during the current economic downturn; further study is required. While we
cannot currently show a direct correlation between pandemic-induced unemployment and numbers
of professional subjects, severe personal and economic hardships are logical breeding grounds for
desperate and potentially deceptive subjects. Investigator and sponsor vigilance, including the use
of subject registries and adherence technologies, is especially important during the COVID-19
Pandemic to ensure the appropriate quality of subjects entering clinical trials and to maintain the
integrity of trial data.
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